
Unlimited Data Services

RATING 
TOOLKIT

For those clients seeking an 
advanced, sophisticated, high 

speed throughput environment. 
With our all-in-one solution, 

Quadrant will help you develop 
further recognition for your brand 

and increase your ROI. 

www.quadinfo.com

Overview
Quadrant’s Rating Toolkit™ will enable you to 

seamlessly integrate Quadrant’s TopRateTM Engine 

into your existing applications with complete 

flexibility in data display and presentation. These 

features will allow you to drive more traffic to your 

site and ultimately deliver the power of choice to 

your consumers, through valuable and accurate 

information. 

Our Rating Toolkit provides clients with the necessary 

licensing of our .NET objects and assemblies in order 

to access our data from within our rating database 

from your own applications. You will also gain the 

ability to handle advanced calculation queries 

and high volumes of transactions seamlessly. With 

this arrangement, our techgnology and database 

resides on your internal servers and dramatically 

improves throughput and latency times for quick and 

immediate responses over the web.

Quadrant’s Rating Toolkit allows you to control how 

to use our data – our technology and database wide 

reside on your servers for access to our rating engine, 

carrier library, and rating dataset, giving yout he full 

power of information for all things insurance-related.



How it Works
The Rating Library data files are binary files with compiled data to look up and rate companies 
the client has access to. These can be installed with a CD or downloaded using our Instant 
Update application. These files are line and state specific. QuadToolkit.DLL includes classes to 
get to get the list of companies (aka markets), zip codes, vehicles, variables and rates for the 
respective lines & states.

FAQs
What support services are available?

We can setup online meetings to go over the 
toolkit object and sample project with your 
developers. As you start coding, we will assist 
with any questions you may have. **Please 
note, We may require you to share their 
projects and results to debug any issues and/
or help answer any questions.

How long does it take to get set up?

It usually takes client developers about 
a week to get familiar with the objects. 
Development time is usually pretty quick but 
allow 1-2 weeks to be up and running. We 
will help you with this process and provide 
timelines accordingly!

How often are rates updated?

We release new files with our updates (2-3 
times per month). Our updates include 
new rating data files for rates updates for 
companies we have in our rating library and 
any enhancements for our rating objects. We 
send a notification email to our registered 
users when new files are available for 
download.

What kind of reports can I run?

Run reports for any of the 51 states, Home or 
Auto, using any carrier in our inventory and 
any combination of variables. We will provide 
sample reports to give you examples of 
different outputs.

What is the process for delivery and 
installation? 

Quadrant shares the setup files (6-8 GB of 
hard disk space) to install our Instant Update 
applicaiton, which clients use to download 
the toolkit object and rating library files. 

Usage Cases
• Editorial Content
• Custom Reports
• Interactive Banner Ads
• Comparison Pricing Indicators
• Marektplace Data

Quadrant’s all-in-one 
solution.
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